Neighbourhood Plan Meeting
Friday 11th May, 2018.
A short and informal Neighbourhood Plan meeting was held to consider progress and agree
further action on the outstanding items on our “to do” list.
The list is appended.
A method has been agreed for producing the maps showing the camera location and direction
for each photograph appearing in our draft report. I am able to do this.
It was suggested that new replacement photographs might be an advantage, and therefore a
little team is required to go round and repeat this process. I am happy to do it and wondered
if Richard might be willing to go with me, as I think he took the originals??
Non-designated local heritage assets need to be shown on a map. I am able to produce the
necessary map. Are you up for marking this John?
A similar action is also needed for community facilities. John again perhaps?
Identification on a map again of the Local Green Spaces (Green and Common).
This is not much of a job and I will try and also do it.
Letter to stakeholders affected

Not yet needed

Policies map,----David Gluck.
Website rehash; David is going to ask Vicki if she can do it; he thinks she might.
I had thought that she had already decided that she could not spare the time to do this, but
apparently it was the re-formatting of the draft plan which she was unable to help us with.
This has now been included in the work the David will get done for us and has been budgeted
for within the new application we have sent off to Groundworks.
We are hoping to receive their confirmation that we can have this grant (total £5695) £1664
of the old grant remains unspent and is waiting to be returned.
The “Green Corridor” which we suggested and which was summarily dismissed by HBC has
not actually gone away. Please can someone volunteer to physically survey this area and
perhaps take a few photos.
We are getting close to the informal submission of our draft to HBC, which will then generate
their required modifications, and more importantly, we shall be told whether they need to
have screening for SEA/HRA
The full submission for Regulation 14 assessment is targeted for August/September.
We need another meeting and I suggest June 12th. at 1000. Please confirm your availability.
Dave Siswick. 11th May, 2018.

